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It is ~l~~wn that a graph with no mxltipie edges r?n CI vertos. jr 2 5, with 21re - 2) arcs 
labeikd 1 @ .‘_, PI - 1 and i’, . . . . EI - 1’ hhvmg at Ieast cp span:Cmp tree whose arcs include 
no pair 0. i’), has at teast six ot’ them. This is z result Wothblum. %t is also shown that if 
as otrly one multiple edge and that is a doubk edge, and II 2 4, then it has at 
feast four catch spanrung trees. 
esul ts 
ill prove the following theorem. 
ich have independent interest. We first show that any arc in a mini- 
~~~~u~ degree of a vertex iw G, must be three, because the 
s on CI vertices with 2n- arcs have vertices 
t to such vertices are trees 
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e call arcs j’ nd j alternates MowNand call if set of arcs having no 
e number (i.e., no k, k”) a good set of arcs. 
:Proof. Choose a grzod tree and remove i’ it :, if the remail i 
span G -. {j’ 1 thy form the drsi~d set. fail to span xc ,:, remove 
k from (4‘ and k’ from the remaining tree arcs. Ii’ NO WC ES not “Cpanned, 
again remove it and its alternate: continut tfre prcxess t_mtil the resulting 
arc sets spans its complement. If j is eve , we can form a new 
oud tree csntainingj by swit&ing arcs, replacing the arc whose ~moval 
kft j unspanrxd by j, the are whssc removal feft that arc’s alternate un- 
spanned by its alternate, t:tc. and we will have a ;qxd tree containing j. 
We 41 a graph rtx?tr~~bk if it has a go0c1 trtx, and Al such trees con- 
Pain a Certain arct* 
oaf. Givers a reducible graph G we can kzpp1y Remark A i if ntxxssary 
ban once) to find a s&graph, ~l’tk:k by Atable identification of 
vertices can he connected, that possesses a good tree, is not reducible 
and has an extra arc in it, with an extraneous MA. 
It 4xnnot have four vertibxs ince it 
arcs without zt mu1 
ust ako have five or fe 
arc. This graph must have four or more vertices, trencc has an index j that 
is pssesscd by neither multiple arc. By Remark 2 above there must be 
rwo trees containingj and alsoi’. 
Roof. As in the previous case we can obtain an irreducible subgraph. If 
that s&graph has four vertices, some arc in it wilt be non-muttigl: and 
at least two trees must contain it so that there will be three trees. The 
only caa*;e in which we can have only two trees 5~ if there are only three 
vertices in the irreducible subgraph, and two indices among the four 
multiple arcs. This can o;nfy occur if the extraneous arc was the other arc 
sparme& by the multiple arcs, and the arc indices are two pairs of aitcr- 
lllates. 
If all four mulGple arc indices are distinct, there could be only three 
trees only if the irreducible subgraph as ~1 = 5, since there would be 
fiour trees ifit had only on5 multiple arc or less, or had an index not ib*l 
a muhigle arc. If II ;= 5, if any non-multiple arc is not ilrt a triangle, or is 
only in :J triangle one side of which is a multiple edge containing i:~ altcr- 
nate. tht.z will bIe at Ieast four trees, since at least three trees will contain 
that arc by ttle 12 = 4 discussion. The only irreducible grzjphs w4tlr ~1 = 5 
left to consider have two arc disjoint triangles each bas,ed on a multiple 
edge, each having a%1 four indices in it; each such graph can be seen to 
contain at least four good trees. 
e irreducible. Itt has average degree less than four. If it had 
e @WE, vertex u there *would be at least four trees containing either 
nt u by Remark C, since trees on 6 c:ontaining an arc are 
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trees on the graph obtained from C by ct>ntracting un that arc and omit- 
ting its alternate. and contractions on such an arc would produce at most 
one multiple arc’. G, can have no degree one vertex. It must, therefore, 
possess degree three vertices. By Remarks and C four trees will contain 
an arc incident to one of these unless it is a comer of a tetrahedron and 
unless the four doubled arcs obtained by contracting it include a repeated 
index, and not its own index. If this is to occur for all three arcs incident 
to the vertex, either, there are three repeated arc indices in the tetra- 
hedron, or two are repeated as indicated in the statement of this remark. 
In the former case there are four ways to arrange trees in the tetrahedron 
he tetrahedron is contracted ts a poi at least two ways of arrant- 
ing trees in the rest of I;,; yielding ;it least e t good trees altogether. 
Proof of the Theorem. By Remark E, G, must contain a degree three 
vertex o with arcs (u, q ), (u, u2), (t’, u3 ), (q , u2), (u2, u3) and (u, , u3 j 
tRlat without loss of generality can be assigned res’pective indices 1, 2, 3, 
3’. I’, 4. Therm are five good trees in C,. By Remark E, at least three trees 
contain 1. Further the trees containing 1 vary only in indices 2,3 and 4; 
for if they varied in some othtlr in&*x j, there would * ,e four of thlem by 
Remark 2 applied to the graphs obtained by contract ng arcs j and j’. That 
means that for any other index j. the three trees containing 1 contain j (say) 
and the remaining two trees (containing 1’) contain J’. By the s;ame argu- 
ment applied to 3 instead of 1, the three good !re;“s containing j must be 
those that cont;rin 3. This is a contradiction \I Iless there are only four 
indices, SO that PI = 5. in which ease there mu:;. be a degree two vertex in 
c;S: which cannot hc, again by Remark E. 
The n = 5 graph considered in the last argument in fact has exactly six 
good trees. Moreover, it is obviously possible to construct reducible graphs 
that reduce to it for any larger ~1, which again wss exactly six good 
trees. It is not SO easy to construct an irreduci @TaPh Mid-l these ame 
properties. In fact 0 might conjecture that there are no irreduci 
on t2 > 5 vertices wi only six good trees an that the minimum number 
of’ good trees in any irreducible ,qa ?bh grows unboun 
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